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Abstract

This paper presents results from the TIME-GCM-CCM3 thermosphere–ionosphere–lower atmosphere ux-coupled model,

and investigates how well the model simulates known F2-layer day=night and seasonal behaviour and patterns of day-to-day

variability at seven ionosonde stations. Of the many possible contributors to F2-layer variability, the present work includes

only the inuence of ‘meteorological’ disturbances transmitted from lower levels in the atmosphere, solar and geomagnetic

conditions being held at constant levels throughout a model year.

In comparison to ionosonde data, TIME-GCM-CCM3 models the peak electron density (NmF2) quite well, except for

overemphasizing the daytime summer=winter anomaly in both hemispheres and seriously underestimating night NmF2 in

summer. The peak height hmF2 is satisfactorily modelled by day, except that the model does not reproduce its observed

semiannual variation. Nighttime values of hmF2 are much too low, thus causing low model values of night NmF2. Comparison

of the variations of NmF2 and the neutral [O=N2] ratio supports the idea that both annual and semiannual variations of F2-layer

electron density are largely caused by changes of neutral composition, which in turn are driven by the global thermospheric

circulation.

Finally, the paper describes and discusses the characteristics of the F2-layer response to the imposed ‘meteorological’

disturbances. The ionospheric response is evaluated as the standard deviations of �ve ionospheric parameters for each station

within 11-day blocks of data. At any one station, the patterns of variability show some coherence between di�erent parameters,

such as peak electron density and the neutral atomic=molecular ratio. Coherence between stations is found only between

the closest pairs, some 2500 km apart, which is presumably related to the scale size of the ‘meteorological’ disturbances.

The F2-layer day-to-day variability appears to be related more to variations in winds than to variations of thermospheric

composition.

c© 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

There now exists a reasonably good understanding of pho-

tochemical, thermodynamic and electrodynamic processes
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in the ionospheric F-layer under quiet conditions. This

is largely due to the development of theoretical models

of the thermosphere–ionosphere system that successfully

match many observed features of the peak electron den-

sity NmF2 and other F-layer properties. Anderson et

al. (1998) compared the daily variations of NmF2 and

hmF2 given by �ve global models at solar minimum and

maximum at one midlatitude site, Millstone Hill, for geo-

magnetically quiet conditions. The ‘coupled models’ that
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self-consistently compute the parameters of the neutral

and ionized gases, namely the ‘Thermosphere–ionosphere–

mesosphere–electrodynamics general circulation model’

(TIME-GCM), essentially as used in this paper, and the

‘Coupled thermosphere–ionosphere–plasmasphere’ model

(CTIP, Millward et al., 1996a), agree quite well in their

mean values of NmF2 and the peak height hmF2 with the

three ‘non-coupled’ models, in which the neutral tempera-

ture and composition are prescribed by the MSIS model of

Hedin (1987) and the winds by the HWM model (Hedin

et al., 1991). More severe challenges are presented by the

day-to-day variability of the F2-layer, and also by iono-

spheric storms which the present paper does not consider.

This paper uses a ‘ux-coupled’ version of TIME-GCM

for two main purposes: �rst, to explain features of the

large-scale structure of the quiet F2-layer, as observed at

seven representative midlatitude sites; second, to study at

these sites the day-to-day e�ects in the F2-layer of dis-

turbances generated by the ‘Community Climate Model’

(CCM3, the lower atmosphere part of the composite

ux-coupled model) and propagated to the ionosphere. We

call these ‘meteorological’ disturbances.

Besides the meteorological (lower atmosphere) forcings

considered in this paper, the causes of ionospheric variabil-

ity include solar activity, the seasonal and diurnal variations

of solar zenith angle, the eccentricity of the Earth’s orbit, ge-

omagnetic activity, and plasmaspheric and magnetospheric

inuences (some of which are also linked to geomagnetic

activity). Features of the observed variability of the peak

F2-layer electron density NmF2, and how this variability

di�ers between day and night and with season and solar cy-

cle, have a long history of study, with the most recent work

by Forbes et al. (2000), Fuller-Rowell et al. (2000) and

Rishbeth and Mendillo (2001).

Previous results have shown that the lower atmosphere

introduces variability into the upper atmosphere by upward

propagation, dissipation and reection and interference of

large scale waves and the �ltering of gravity waves by dy-

namical structures in the lower atmosphere. In general, it is

the large scale waves that propagate highest into the ther-

mosphere. Electron density in the F-region can be a�ected

by direct dynamic forcing, changes in temperature and com-

position, and E-region dynamo electric �elds that produce

drifts in the F-region, though it is di�cult to separate these

e�ects in the simulations. A description of some of the re-

sults calculated by the coupled models is given by Roble

(2000). Observations of the variability of thermospheric

neutral winds and airglow, made by instruments aboard the

UARS satellite, have been reported by Wiens et al. (1999),

Fejer et al. (2000) and Thuillier et al. (2002), and from

ground-based radio and optical measurements by Martinis

et al. (2001) and Fesen et al. (2002). These observations

were mostly made at fairly low latitudes, while our present

study is concerned with midlatitudes.

The ux-coupling of two dissimilar models at an inter-

face in the free atmosphere is an exploratory exercise to

obtain some idea on how a self-consistent model of the en-

tire atmosphere would behave. It is basically a feasibility

study to investigate how processes in the lower atmosphere

a�ect the upper atmosphere. From previous studies using

TIME-GCM only, it is clear that solar and auroral variability

alone cannot represent the day-to-day variability observed

by ground-based and satellite instruments, especially in the

upper mesosphere and lower thermosphere. Another motiva-

tion for the development of a GCM of the entire atmosphere

is to examine how deeply solar-terrestrial e�ects penetrate

into the Earth’s atmosphere.

The coupled model runs freely, generating its own inter-

nal variability, and thus does not simulate any speci�c day

that can be compared with measurements for that day. How-

ever, the mean structure for a given month can be compared

with the corresponding averaged data. The model should

give the mean tidal structure, should generate stratospheric

warmings, and should have a semiannual variation, etc., so

in this sense it can be ‘calibrated’.

As described in Section 2, we ran the TIME-GCM-CCM3

ux-coupled model for an idealized 365-day year in which

solar activity is kept constant at a moderate level, only

the variations due to seasonal changes of solar declination

and Sun–Earth distance being included, and geomagnetic

activity is very low. In Section 3 we discuss the seasonal

variations of thermospheric and F2-layer parameters

and compare the model outputs with monthly averaged

ionosonde data from seven representative midlatitude sta-

tions, considering how well the model reproduces known

seasonal and semiannual variations. Section 4 uses the

height-independent ‘P-parameter’, as de�ned by Rishbeth

and M�uller-Wodarg (1999), to show that the seasonal

changes of F2-layer electron density are mostly due to

changes of neutral composition.

With an understanding of how the model behaves with

seasonal changes of solar declination as the sole driver

of variability, we consider in Sections 5 and 6 the e�ects

that appear with the additional driver of lower atmosphere

‘weather’ as portrayed by CCM3. In Section 5 we con-

sider the results from the seven midlatitude stations, and

�nd that the disturbances originating in the CCM3 sim-

ulation cause variations of 10–30% in F2-layer electron

density. In Section 6 we consider in more detail some par-

ticular episodes, mainly at one station (Port Stanley) where

the ‘meteorological’ disturbances seem particularly severe.

We sum up our �ndings in Section 7.

2. The TIME-GCM-CCM3 ux-coupled model

2.1. Flux-coupling of the thermospheric and lower

atmosphere models

To obtain some insight into how the variability of

the lower atmosphere a�ects the upper atmosphere, the

TIME-GCM has been ux-coupled to the NCAR community
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climate model CCM3. The CCM3, described by Kiehl et al.

(1998), is a spectral model with a horizontal T42 spectral

resolution (approximately 2:8◦ × 2:8◦ transform grid) and

has 18 pressure surfaces extending between the ground and

the 2:9 mb level (about 40 km height). The model time step

is 20 min and includes a diurnal cycle in which radiative

uxes are calculated every hour.

TIME-GCM is a �nite di�erence grid point model

with fourth order horizontal di�erencing on a 5◦ × 5◦

latitude=longitude grid. It has 45 pressure surfaces extend-

ing from 10 mb (about 30 km height) to above 500 km

with a vertical resolution of 2 grid points per scale height

and a model time step of 5 min. For the ux-coupled mode

the lower boundary has been raised to the 2:9 mb level, the

upper boundary pressure of CCM3. It includes a diurnal

cycle for all chemical species and physical processes.

To couple the two models a message-passing ux-coupler

is used to synchronize the model time steps and provide

the interpolation of quantities in both time and space that

are passed between the two models, as described by Roble

(2000). Thus information at the CCM3 upper boundary is

transferred to the lower boundary of TIME-GCM and vice

versa. The physical quantities used in the transfer are tem-

perature, zonal and meridional winds, geopotential height

and the mass mixing ratios of water vapour and methane.

Since the time constants are much longer in CCM3, the

combined models are started from a 10 year run of CCM3

in a stand-alone simulation, which gives ample time for

settling-down before the coupled TIME-GCM-CCM3 run is

started.

Except for certain long-lived chemical species in the

TIME-GCM, the temperature and dynamics of the middle

and upper atmosphere adjust to any imposed lower boundary

forcing in about 20 days of simulation time. Therefore, the

coupled models are allowed to adjust for 3 months before

histories are recorded for analysis. The primary motivation

for this initial investigation is to determine how variabil-

ity generated in the lower atmosphere propagates into the

upper atmosphere and ionosphere. The replacement of the

‘rigid lid’ upper boundary of CCM3 with the TIME-GCM

has some e�ect on the upper stratosphere layers within

CCM3, but generally the e�ect does not propagate deeply

into the stratosphere. We ran the ux-coupled model for

three complete and identical years with constant solar ac-

tivity (F10:7 = 140) and quiet geomagnetic conditions (see

next section). This paper uses the outputs for the third and

�nal year.

2.2. The present version of TIME-GCM

The NCAR thermosphere–ionosphere–mesosphere–

electrodynamics general circulation model (TIME-GCM)

(Roble, 1996) is the latest in a series of three-dimensional

time-dependent models that have been developed over the

past two decades to simulate the circulation, temperature,

and compositional structure of the upper atmosphere and

ionosphere. It combines all the previous features of the

TGCM as described by Dickinson et al. (1981, 1984),

TIGCM (Roble et al., 1987, 1988) and TIE-GCM

(Richmond et al., 1992). The model has been extended

downward to 30 km altitude, including aeronomic processes

appropriate for the mesosphere and upper stratosphere, as

described by Roble and Ridley (1994), and Roble (1995).

The di�erences between the model described in previous

papers and that used for the present work include the

following:

1. Solar ionization rates are calculated using the EU-

VAC solar ux model and absorption cross-sections from

Richards et al. (1994). Solar photodissociation rates for the

mesosphere and upper stratosphere are determined using the

parameterizations given in Brasseur and Solomon (1986)

and Zhao and Turco (1997).

2. The chemical reaction rates for the aeronomic scheme

described by Roble (1995) have been updated to be consis-

tent with the JPL-97 compilation (DeMore et al., 1997).

3. The background di�usion used by Roble and Ridley

(1994) has been reduced by two orders of magnitude, con-

sistent with the �ndings of Akmaev et al. (1996) in their

simulation of the diurnal tide. The background di�usion and

Rayleigh friction are now very small throughout the model.

4. The CO2 infrared cooling parameterization has been

updated to include the model of Fomichev et al. (1998)

to account for a variable CO2 mixing ratio, important

for non-LTE (local thermal equilibrium) processes in the

upper mesosphere and lower thermosphere. All calcu-

lations assume an O–CO2 vibrational relaxation rate of

3× 10−12 cm−3 s−1, which works reasonably well for

terrestrial planetary thermospheres (Bougher et al., 1999).

2.3. Dynamical coupling between the lower atmosphere

and thermosphere

The key component of the new model is dynamical cou-

pling from below. Since the TIME-GCM grid is 5◦ in lat-

itude and longitude, larger scale (∼1000’s km) planetary

waves propagate directly from CCM3 to TIME-GCM. A

gravity wave parameterization for waves smaller in scale

than the TIME-GCM grid (∼10’s–100’s km) is necessary

to obtain the observed mesospheric structure. The scheme

of Lindzen (1981) is used in the present simulations and

the prescribed forcing at the lower boundary varies with

latitude as described by Roble (2000). This gravity wave

ux is constant throughout the year at the 30 mb boundary

level; but its transmission to higher levels is a�ected by the

planetary wave structure of the variability introduced from

CCM3, and is strongest in the northern hemisphere during

winter. See Roble (2000) for further details.

There are no tides imposed arti�cially at the lower bound-

ary of the TIME-GCM. The diurnal tidal forcing comes

from tropospheric sources in CCM3 as transmitted through

the boundary into the TIME-GCM. The semidiurnal tidal
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forcing also comes from the tropospheric forcings, but there

is an additional self-consistent component from middle and

upper atmospheric heating by ozone and molecular oxygen,

as discussed by Hagan et al. (2001).

Within the model year, localized disturbances arise in-

ternally within CCM3. No disturbances have been forcibly

imposed on CCM3, so the ionospheric phenomena may be

assumed to represent behaviour that can arise naturally. In

general, synoptic-scale disturbances such as tropospheric

weather fronts, or waves generated by low pressure systems

do not propagate into the upper atmosphere (Andrews et

al., 1987). Larger scale planetary waves of wavenumbers 1

or 2 can propagate into the mesosphere during winter when

the mean zonal winds are eastward, but they are absorbed

during summer and con�ned to the lower atmosphere; the

ionospheric variability described here is most likely due to

propagation of planetary scale waves in the winter

hemisphere, and in particular to the �ltering by winds of

the vertically propagating gravity waves that deposit their

momentum and heat in the thermosphere (Smith, 1996).

Once these waves are transmitted dynamically upward

through the mesosphere to the base of the thermosphere,

they appear as episodic disturbances that are dissipated by

molecular di�usion, thermal conductivity and ion drag in the

lower thermosphere. The e�ects they produce in that region

can be transmitted to the F-region by molecular di�usion,

dynamo action or large scale circulation changes. Planetary

scale waves with large vertical wavelengths, such as the

semidiurnal tide, can also propagate to high altitudes. These

disturbances are the subject of Sections 5 and 6 of this paper.

2.4. Ionospheric inputs and outputs

TIME-GCM calculates the heating, photoionization, dy-

namics and compositional structure of the middle and upper

atmosphere and ionosphere for a given solar irradiance spec-

trum, which in the present version is computed for solar radio

ux F10:7 = 140, held constant throughout the entire model

run. The geomagnetic activity is held constant at a very

quiet level (Ap = 4), and the model includes a cross-polar

cap potential of 45 kV, auroral hemispheric power input of

15 GW, and the corresponding level of auroral precipitation

as described by Roble and Ridley (1987).

Since the present model does not include the appro-

priate physics to represent the exchange of plasma and

energy between the magnetosphere and ionosphere, it is

necessary to parameterize these uxes. It is assumed

that there is an upward ux of plasma (O+; e−) into

the plasmasphere during the daytime (solar zenith an-

gle ¡ 100◦) of 2:8 × 108 cm−2 s−1 and a downward

ow −2:8 × 108 cm−2 s−1 at night (solar zenith angle

¿ 100◦), both multiplied by an empirical function of mag-

netic latitude up to 60◦. A constant polar wind outow of

1 × 108 cm−2 s−1 is maintained at all higher latitudes. In

the summer hemisphere, the total upward ux is larger be-

cause of the long daylight hours. The ux is approximated

to obtain reasonable topside densities in accordance with

the International Reference Ionosphere (IRI, Bilitza et al.,

1993). This assumption leads to higher winter densities

and lower summer densities, especially at night where the

model=data disagreement is greatest. There is a clear need

for a more physically based upper boundary condition for

the ionospheric plasma ow and this work is in progress.

The present study uses TIME-GCM-CCM3 outputs for

seven ionosonde stations at midlatitudes (Table 1), chosen

to represent di�erent geographic and geomagnetic latitudes

and longitudes, and for their long-term sequences of reliable

observations. The output parameters used here are the peak

electron density NmF2, the atomic oxygen=molecular nitro-

gen concentration ratio of the neutral air [O=N2], the height

hmF2 of the F2 peak, the neutral gas temperature Tn, and

the meridional (south-to-north) wind speed Um. The param-

eters are interpolated between the pressure-levels to give the

values at the F2 peak for days 1–365 of the model year. The

discussion mostly concentrates on two local times, 02:00 LT

and 12:00 LT.

3. Seasonal quiet-day variations of TIME-GCM model

parameters

3.1. Variation of peak electron density NmF2 throughout

the year at seven stations

For comparison with the TIME-GCM model outputs for

solar decimetric ux F10:7 = 140 units, the ionosonde data

are taken from the years 1960, 1967, 1970, 1978, 1983, and

1988, with annual mean uxes in the range 120–160 (aver-

age 144). Table 1 gives details of the seven stations. Fig. 1

shows the month-by-month results for six stations, omitting

Moscow which behaves quite similarly to Slough. The shad-

ing shows the ± standard deviation from the monthly mean

of ionosonde values recorded on all the individual days in

all the years; the distinct daily curves are the model outputs

for days 1–365. Although the day numbers cannot be shown

in Fig. 1, the daily curves near equinox, where solar condi-

tions are changing most rapidly, show a regular progression

from winter to summer or vice versa, which is only slightly

interrupted by the ‘meteorological’ disturbances. Table 2

shows monthly noon model=ionosonde ratios of NmF2 at

each station. To indicate how well the model represents the

ionosonde data, we show the ‘mean deviation’ for each sta-

tion, which is the average of the 12 monthly ‘deviations’

|(model=ionosonde) − 1| without regard to sign. On this

criterion, Port Stanley and Brisbane are the best modelled

stations.

As the model outputs assume magnetically quiet condi-

tions (Ap = 4), they pertain to the most quiet (QQ) days.

The ionosonde data are monthly means and therefore incor-

porate an average level of magnetic activity, about 15 units

of Ap according to Rishbeth and Mendillo (2001). The ge-

omagnetic inuence in the model outputs is thus smaller
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Table 1

Station geographic and magnetic coordinates

Station Geog. lat. Geog. long. Dip. lat. Lat. di�. UT at noon

Moscow +56 +37 +55 +1 09

Slough +52 −1 +50 +2 12

Wallops Is +39 −77 +52 −13 17

Wakkanai +45 +142 +39 +6 03

Brisbane −28 +153 −39 −11 02

Hobart −43 +147 −58 −15 02

Port Stanley −52 −58 −30 +22 16

Dip latitude (Dip Lat) is derived from the magnetic dip angle I by the idealized dipole equation (dip latitude) = arc tan (1=2 tan I). ‘Lat.

Di�’ is the numerical di�erence between the latitudes, viz |Geog.Lat| − |Dip. Lat|.

Fig. 1. Month-by-month NmF2 versus Universal Time for model and data for six stations. The shading shows the 1� range of monthly

mean ionosonde values observed during 6 years of average solar activity (mean solar 10:7 cm ux =144 units). The lines are daily values

from the TIME-GCM-CCM3 model for a model year (10:7 cm ux =140 units, Ap = 4) with ‘meteorological’ disturbances transmitted

from the lower atmosphere. Arrows show local noon.

than in the ionosonde data, and this would have to be con-

sidered in more precise validations of the model. With this

caveat, the general conclusions from comparing model and

data are as follows. On the whole, TIME-GCM represents

the data quite well, but badly overestimates the winter val-

ues at Slough (also Moscow), somewhat less so at lower

midlatitudes (Wallops Island and Wakkanai). Summer noon

is better modelled at all stations, though in some cases—

particularly in the south—the shape of the daily variation

is wrong, the local time of daytime maximum being some
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Table 2

Midday NmF2: TIME-GCM-CCM3=ionosonde ratios

Station Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Mean |Dev|

Moscow 2.7 3.0 2.5 2.0 0.9 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.7 2.3 1.8 0.8

Slough 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.1 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.0 1.5 2.2 1.6 0.7

Wakkanai 1.7a 1.5a 1.5a 1.7 1.2 1.4 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.0 1.4 1.6 0.4

Wallops Is 1.5 1.3 1.5 1.9 1.0 1.3b 1.2b 1.1 1.0b 1.0 1.3 1.3 0.3

Brisbane 1.2a 1.4a 1.2a 1.1 0.8 0.7 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.3 1.0a 1.0a 0.2

Hobart 1.3 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.3 1.7 1.6 1.4 1.4 1.6 1.2 1.1 0.5

Port Stanley 1.0 1.0 0.9 1.2 1.7 1.3 1.0 1.1 1.1a 0.9a 0.9a 0.8a 0.2

Model outputs are for magnetically quiet conditions; ionosonde data are monthly means (see text). In some cases the noon ionosonde

NmF2 is compared with the maximum given by the model, which can occur 2–3 h earlier or later.
aIndicates discrepancies in LT of maximum NmF2 if model is 2–3 h later than ionosonde data.
bIndicates discrepancies in LT of maximum NmF2 if model is 2–3 h earlier than data. The ‘mean deviation’ for each station is the mean

of the 12 monthly departures from the ideal value of 1.0 (without regard to sign) of the tabulated model=ionosonde ratios.

hours di�erent in model and data. In the north, the model

shows a strong transition in April from the (too high) win-

ter values to summer values. So TIME-GCM exaggerates

the equinox transition and thus produces a variability that

is systematic but too dramatic. October similarly shows too

large a transition from summer to winter, thereby enhancing

the appearance of variability. Thus for sites with an annual

pattern (i.e., Slough, Moscow, Wallops Island), the model

appears seasonally ‘over-tuned’. The model does well for

sites with a semiannual pattern, such as Port Stanley, though

the April=May (fall) peak in the south is more pronounced

in the model outputs than in the ionosonde data.

At night the situation is reversed: the nighttime patterns

have a strong annual pattern, contrary to observations, and

NmF2 is modelled quite well in winter. However, the sum-

mer model values are far too low in both hemispheres, very

likely because the model gives quite low heights of the night

F2-peak, resulting in rapid loss of ionization after sunset.

Night NmF2 is well modelled at fall equinox in both hemi-

spheres, but is far too low at spring equinox, as in summer.

The model’s successful portrayal of winter nights (which

has been a long-standing ionospheric problem) is related

to the downward ux from the protonosphere described in

Section 2.2.

3.2. Variations of NmF2 and the neutral [O=N2] ratio

The upper three panels of each station set in Fig. 2 (for

noon, 12:00 LT) and Fig. 3 (for night, 02:00 LT) show the

variation throughout the model year of NmF2 and [O=N2]

and their ratio NmF2=[O=N2] (again omitting Moscow, its

characteristics being very similar to Slough’s). In these �g-

ures and others later in the paper, the numerical scales are

chosen to make good use of the available space, so the upper

and lower bounds may vary from one station to another.

Notice the strong resemblance between the seasonal vari-

ations of NmF2 and [O=N2] in Fig. 2 (and for that mat-

ter, between their day-to-day uctuations, as we discuss

in Sections 5 and 6); indeed, at most stations the ratio

(NmF2=[O=N2]) is fairly constant throughout the year. Go-

ing from north to south, there is a progressive transition

from the February=November peaks of NmF2 (and [O=N2]

too) at northern latitudes to the May=July peaks in southern

latitudes, much as described in ionosonde data by Burkard

(1951) and King and Smith (1968) and demonstrated by the

CTIP modelling of Zou et al. (2000). At night (Fig. 3) the

relation between NmF2 and [O=N2] is not nearly so close,

which is to be expected because of the much weaker photo-

chemical control, and NmF2 is largely determined by trans-

port processes, so the ratio NmF2=[O=N2] is not a useful

guide to the physics at night.

We have assumed that molecular nitrogen makes the

major contribution to the electron loss process for F2-layer

ionization. Although molecular oxygen does contribute

to the loss process, that should not signi�cantly a�ect our

conclusions.

3.3. Winds, temperature and the peak height hmF2

The lower three panels of each station set in Figs. 2 and

3 give the model values of hmF2, Tn and Um, also com-

puted at the F2-peak. In TIME-GCM the height step is half

a scale height, corresponding to about 25 km at the day-

time F2-peak, and the �tting procedure used to derive hmF2

should be accurate to about one-third of a height step, say

8 km. We now consider the relationship between hmF2,

meridional wind and temperature.

The meridional wind Um is generally poleward at noon

(northward (+) in the northern hemisphere, southward (−)

in the southern), thus tending to depress hmF2 and hence

NmF2, while at night it is generally equatorward (south-

ward (−) in the northern hemisphere, northward (+) in the

southern), thus tending to raise hmF2 and hence NmF2.

Strictly speaking, the vertical ion drift and the resulting ef-

fect on hmF2 is determined by the wind in the magnetic

meridian, not the geographic meridian, so the zonal wind

contributes to the vertical drift at places with a large east

or west magnetic declination. We neglect this complication
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Fig. 2. Variation at midday (12:00 LT) throughout the model year of six parameters at the F2 peak: NmF2 (1010 m−3); [O=N2], the ratio

R= NmF2= [O=N2]; hmF2(km); Tn(K) and Um (m s−1 positive northwards), for six stations from TIME-GCM-CCM3 (solar 10:7 cm ux

=140 units, Ap= 4) with ‘meteorological’ disturbances transmitted from the lower atmosphere. The zero level of Um is shown by a dashed

line.

because our stations have quite small magnetic declinations

(the greatest numerically being that of Hobart, 13◦E). The

vertical ion drift is related to the horizontal wind speed by

the factor cos I sin I , which is greatest (0.5) at magnetic dip

angle I =45◦ (dip latitude 27◦) in either hemisphere. Wind

e�ects are most marked at Port Stanley for two reasons, �rst

because the dip latitude (−30◦) is close to the optimum,

and second because of the strong winds in this sector, of

order 100 m s−1 at noon in winter and 200 m s−1 at night in

summer.

At noon (Fig. 2), the temperature Tn is basically solar

controlled, and is fairly symmetrical about the solstices.

The height hmF2 is inuenced by thermal expansion and

contraction of the neutral thermosphere, the F2 peak being

approximately barometric (Rishbeth and Edwards, 1989).

Consequently, the annual patterns of hmF2 and Tn are quite

similar. But although the temperature peaks near midsum-

mer, hmF2 varies in a more complicated way, because the

e�ects of the meridional wind are di�erent in the two hemi-

spheres. In the north, hmF2 peaks in late spring, around

days 120–140, which at Wallops Island and Wakkanai is

partly because the poleward wind abates in spring. At south-

ern stations, hmF2 peaks at midsummer or slightly ear-

lier (days 300–350), and there is little correlation between

changes of hmF2 (or, for that matter, of NmF2) and changes

in Um.

At night (Fig. 3), the hmF2 behaviour is controlled

jointly by thermal e�ects and equatorward winds. Some of

the smaller-scale variability seems to result primarily from

winds (e.g., midyear at Wallops Island, and days near 270

at Brisbane and Hobart). We return to this in Section 6.

It is not obvious how the hemispheric di�erences of winds

and F2-peak height could arise within the thermosphere, in

which the only real north=south di�erence is in the geomag-

netic �eld con�guration. The explanation may lie in cou-

pling to the dynamics of the middle and lower atmosphere,

which may well be di�erent in the two hemispheres, but we

do not pursue this topic here.
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Fig. 3. Variation at night (02:00 LT) throughout the model year of six parameters at the F2 peak: NmF2 (1010 m−3); [O=N2], the ratio,

R= NmF2=[O=N2], hmF2 (km), Tn(K) and Um (m s−1 positive northwards), for six stations from TIME-GCM-CCM3 (solar 10:7 cm ux

=140 units, Ap = 4) with ‘meteorological’ disturbances transmitted from the lower atmosphere.

3.4. Fourier analysis of NmF2

So far the discussion has concentrated on day-to-night dif-

ferences rather than month-to-month variations. The latter

may conveniently be speci�ed by way of the Fourier com-

ponents of NmF2 shown in Tables 3 and 4 (12:00 LT) and

(02:00 LT), though the Fourier analysis does not necessarily

reveal any new physics. We de�ne amplitudes and phases

as in the equation

NmF2 = N0 + N1 cos((�=6)(t − �N1))

+N2 cos((�=3)(t − �N2)); (1)

where N0; N1; N2 are respectively the mean, annual ampli-

tude, semiannual amplitude; t speci�es time in months; and

the phase � represents the time of maximum in months

from December solstice. Analogous equations are ap-

plied to hmF2 and the neutral [O=N2] ratio in Sections

3.5 and 3.6. For the purposes of Fourier analysis, the

monthly values are smoothed over about 10 days around

midmonth to remove the short-term ‘meteorological’

uctuations.

In our discussion we concentrate on the relative ampli-

tudes of the components, and do not compare in detail

the model and ionosonde values of the mean values N0

(which may be regarded as a matter of ‘calibration’). The

semiannual component consistently peaks near or just af-

ter equinox (3.0 months). In contrast, the annual compo-

nent peaks in winter at northern stations, which all show a

‘seasonal anomaly’ (winter noon NmF2 ¿ summer noon

NmF2), for both model and data. Similar behaviour is seen

at Hobart in the south, but not at Port Stanley and Brisbane.

There are longitude di�erences, the annual (winter) compo-

nent being more pronounced in sectors nearer to the mag-

netic poles (Moscow, Slough, Wallops Island, Hobart) than

in those far from the magnetic poles (Wakkanai, Port Stan-

ley). The semiannual component is more prominent in the

sectors far from the magnetic poles (Rishbeth, 1998).

By day (Table 3), at all stations where the annual compo-

nent is dominant, TIME-GCM overestimates N0 and N1 but
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Table 3

Model-data comparisons for midday NmF2, 12 LT: amplitudes and phases from TIME-GCM model, F10:7 = 140

Station Time-GCM-CCM3 Ionosonde data

Amplitude (1010 m−3) Phase (month) Amplitude (1010 m−3) Phase (month)

N0 N1 N2 N2=N1 �N1 �N2 N0 N1 N2 N2=N1 �N1 �N2

Moscow 175 139 13 0.1 1.0 3∗ 97 35 12 0.3 0.0 4∗

Slough 161 114 12 0.1 0.9 3∗ 94 38 12 0.3 0.1 4∗

Wakkanai 146 74 29 0.4 1.3 3.5 101 38 30 0.8 0.8 3.4

Wallops Is 135 72 16 0.2 0.9 4∗ 106 52 12 0.2 0.2 4∗

Brisbane 124 24 40 1.7 1.1 3.3 120 17 22 1.3 2.0 3.7

Hobart 120 40 29 0.7 5.2 3.7 80 17 15 0.9 5.4 3.9

Port Stanley 116 28 46 1.6 4.4 3.8 119 13 45 3.5 −0.2 3.6

Phase zero is December solstice. Phases marked * are unreliable owing to the small amplitude.

Table 4

Model-data comparisons for Night NmF2, 02 LT: amplitudes and phases for F10:7 = 140

Station Time-GCM-CCM3 Ionosonde data

Amplitude (1010 m−3) Phase (month) Amplitude (1010 m−3) Phase (month)

N0 N1 N2 N2=N1 �N1 �N2 N0 N1 N2 N2=N1 �N1 �N2

Moscow 3.8 2.5 1.7 0.7 4.9 3.3 19 12 2 0.2 6.0 0∗

Slough 8.8 5.5 3.3 0.6 0.8 2.6 24 13 1 0.1 6.0 5∗

Wakkanai 16.8 13.0 8.1 0.6 1.2 3.0 32 18 4 0.2 5.6 4∗

Wallops Is 11.4 7.6 2.2 0.3 1.1 3∗ 29 6 3 0.5 5.4 3.6

Brisbane 9.9 3.9 3.3 0.8 5.1 3.5 43 21 3 0.1 0.3 4∗

Hobart 6.8 1.9 1.9 1.0 4.1 4.0 20 11 2 0.2 0.2 4∗

Port Stanley 5.0 4.0 3.3 0.8 5.0 4.5 38 35 7 0.2 −0.2 5∗

Phase zero is December solstice. Phases marked * are unreliable owing to the small amplitude.

correctly represents the phase �N1 (peak near winter sol-

stice). At the northern stations, TIME-GCM accurately gives

the semiannual amplitude and phase (peak near equinoxes),

and does well at Port Stanley except for the relatively small

annual component, while Brisbane, the lowest latitude sta-

tion in the set, has a notably large semiannual component.

The ratios N2=N1 in Table 3 show that, progressing from

north to south, there is a gradual shift from a predominantly

annual variation to a predominantly semiannual variation,

in both the model outputs and the ionosonde data, but with

longitude di�erences as just mentioned. This corresponds to

the behaviour mentioned in Section 3.2. At night (Table 4),

the model badly underestimates NmF2 in summer, which

leads to much too small values of N0 and N1, and the semi-

annual component is so small at all stations, both in model

and data, that the values of N2 are not reliable. Neverthe-

less, the equinoctial maxima do appear in almost all cases,

which suggests they have some reality.

The most detailed study of the Fourier annual and semian-

nual components of NmF2 known to us is that of Yonezawa

(1971), which was based on ionosonde data from about

20 stations at middle and low latitudes (he did not include

Port Stanley). His results are di�cult to compare directly

with ours, because he split the 12-month component into

‘seasonal’ and ‘non-seasonal’ parts, but the general trends

are consistent with our analysis of ionosonde data (Tables

3 and 4). Yonezawa found that the (semiannual=mean) am-

plitude ratio at noon decreases steadily from about 0.3 at

latitude 25◦ to 0.15 at latitude 55◦, but at midnight it is

only about 0.15 at all latitudes; and that the semiannual

phase is always very consistent, with maxima soon after

equinox.

3.5. Comparison of Fourier components of NmF2 and

[O=N2] ratio

In Fig. 2 we see that the [O=N2] ratio (R) varies through-

out the year in a similar manner to NmF2. We test this

resemblance in more detail by computing the annual and

semiannual components of this ratio and comparing them

with those of NmF2. In Table 5 (unlike Tables 3 and 4)

the amplitudes are normalized to the annual mean values

R0 and N0, and we show the ratio R0=N0 instead of the ac-

tual values of N0 (which appear in Table 3). The values
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Table 5

Annual and semiannual components for the [O=N2] ratio R at the F2 peak, and of the peak electron density NmF2, expressed as relative

amplitudes and phases measured from December solstice

Station Geog. Time-GCM-CCM3 [O=N2] ratio TIME-GCM-CCM3 electron density

lat. Amplitude Phase (month) Amplitude (1010 m−3) Phase (month)

deg R0 R1=R0 R2=R0 �R1 �R2 N0=R0 N1=N0 N2=N0 �N1 �N2

Moscow 56N 6.88 0.83 0.07 0.5 3∗ 25.5 0.79 0.07 1.0 3∗

Slough 52N 5.98 0.70 0.08 0.5 3.4 26.9 0.71 0.20 0.9 3∗

Wakkanai 45N 4.77 0.41 0.24 1.2 3.5 30.6 0.51 0.12 1.3 3.5

Wallops Is 39N 4.87 0.48 0.15 0.7 3.6 27.7 0.53 0.12 0.9 4∗

Brisbane 28S 4.60 0.17 0.18 0.9 3.4 26.9 0.19 0.32 1.1 3.3

Hobart 43S 4.92 0.36 0.18 5.8 3.5 24.4 0.33 0.24 5.2 3.7

Port Stanley 52S 4.39 0.22 0.34 5.8 3.8 26.4 0.24 0.40 4.4 3.8

Also shown is the annual mean R0 and the ratio N0=R0 of the annual means of NmF2 and [O=N2]. Phases marked * are unreliable owing

to the small amplitude. All values are for noon from the TIME-GCM model for F10:7 = 140.

of this ratio are fairly constant between the seven stations,

implying that the electron density is largely controlled by

the neutral chemistry. At each station the amplitude ratios

N1=N0 and N2=N0 are fairly similar to the corresponding ra-

tios R1=R0 and R2=R0, showing that the correspondence be-

tween NmF2 and [O=N2] ratio holds for the variations as

well as for the mean value. This reinforces the idea that both

annual and semiannual variations of F2-layer electron den-

sity are largely driven by changes of neutral composition

(Millward et al., 1996b), which in turn can only be a con-

sequence of the global thermospheric circulation (Rishbeth

et al., 2000a).

In Table 5, the annual phases of [O=N2] and NmF2 are

the same within about 0.5 month, except for the 1.4 month

di�erence in annual phase at Port Stanley; the semiannual

phases also agree well, and consistently lag behind equinox

(phase 3.0) by about 0.5 month. At northern stations the an-

nual phase lags behind winter solstice by 0.5–1.3 months,

roughly consistent with the time-constant of order 20 days

for seasonal changes of thermospheric composition esti-

mated by Rishbeth et al. (2000a). In the south the behaviour

is more complicated; at Brisbane, [O=N2] and NmF2 peak

about a month after summer solstice, but at Hobart and Port

StanleyNmF2 peaks in late fall and the annual phase slightly

precedes winter solstice.

3.6. Variations and Fourier components of the height

hmF2

Tables 6 and 7 show Fourier components of noon and

night hmF2. The ionosonde values, derived from F2-layer

‘MUF 3000 km factors’ using the formula of Bilitza et al.

(1979), are taken from Rishbeth et al. (2000b) who did not

analyse data from Hobart or Brisbane; but they did anal-

yse data from Norfolk Island, 1500 km east of Brisbane

for which it provides an acceptable substitute. At all sta-

tions the mean height is 40–50 km higher at night than by

day, except at Port Stanley where the night=day di�erence

is 93 km, attributable to the strength of the thermospheric

winds in the South Atlantic region. The annual phase �h1,

is such that hmF2 is higher in summer than in winter (in the

south, hmF2 is greatest in early summer), both by day and

by night. By day the agreement between model and data is

quite satisfactory for the mean and the annual component,

but poor at night. The semiannual variation is barely signif-

icant, its phase being poorly determined in the presence of

the much larger annual amplitude, so much so that the semi-

annual phases for TIME-GCM shown in Tables 6 and 7 are

imprecise, like those of electron density. Nor do the temper-

ature curves in Figs. 2 and 3 show much sign of semiannual

variation.

It is noticeable that in the ionosonde data, and to some

extent in the TIME-GCM results, the semiannual variations

of hmF2 are strong where NmF2 has a predominately an-

nual variation, and vice versa. So the semiannual variations

of hmF2 and NmF2 are di�erent phenomena. As remarked

by Rishbeth et al. (2000b), the ionosonde data clearly show

a semiannual variation of hmF2 which TIME-GCM remark-

ably fails to reproduce at noon (except at Port Stanley),

though the model does better at night (much the same ap-

plies to CTIP, as used by Zou et al., 2000).

Table 7 clearly reveals the cause of the serious dis-

crepancies between model and ionosonde NmF2 at night:

the model heights hmF2 are 30–70 km too low, im-

plying that the TIME-GCM winds do not drive the

layer high enough at night, and so the electron loss

coe�cient at the height hmF2 is much greater than it

should be. Recent studies by Martinis et al. (2001) and

Thuillier et al. (2002), comparing ground-based and

space-based wind observations with current models, deal

with equatorial and low latitude sites not directly rele-

vant to the present study; nevertheless they point to the

need for further validation work for thermospheric wind

models.
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Table 6

Model-data comparisons for Midday hmF2: amplitudes and phases for F10:7 = 140

Station Geog. Time-GCM-CCM3 (12LT) Ionosonde data (10-14LT)

lat. Amplitude (km) Phase (month) Amplitude (km) Phase (month)

deg h0 h1 h2 �h1 �h2 h0 h1 h2 �h1 �h2

Moscow 56N 260 14 2 5.5 4∗ 268 14 11 5.3 3.8

Slough 52N 258 13 4 5.3 4∗ 258 10 9 4.8 3.4

Wakkanai 45N 263 19 5 4.9 5∗ 272 19 11 5.3 3.7

Wallops Is 39N 265 12 3 4.6 4∗ 268 9 8 4.4 3.6

Brisb=Norfolk 28S 278 35 1 0.3 — 282 29 7 1.6 3.5

Hobart 43S 267 21 0 0.2 — — — — — —

Port Stanley 52S 259 30 8 0.1 4∗ 261 40 10 1.1 3∗

Phase zero is December solstice. Phases marked * are unreliable owing to the small amplitude. Ionosonde results come from Rishbeth et

al. (2000b), who did not analyse data for Hobart; ionosonde data from Norfolk island (29S, 168E) are substituted for Brisbane.

Table 7

Model-data comparisons for Night hmF2, 02 LT: amplitudes and phases for F10:7 = 140

Station Geog. Time-GCM-CCM3 (02 LT) Ionosonde data (22-02 LT)

lat. Amplitude (km) Phase (month) Amplitude (km) Phase (month)

deg h0 h1 h2 �h1 �h2 h0 h1 h2 �h1 �h2

Moscow 56N 304 29 13 6.2 0.0 374 8 10 4.0 3.5

Slough 52N 313 37 9 6.2 0∗ 378 7 7 3.8 3.4

Wakkanai 45N 300 39 5 5.8 0∗ 366 8 6 5.0 3.5

Wallops Is 39N 304 20 7 6.4 0∗ 348 10 8 5.0 3.7

Brisb=Norfolk 28S 304 26 16 −0.4 0.3 340 17 6 2.0 2.9

Hobart 43S 311 21 7 −0.2 1∗ — — — — —

Port Stanley 52S 352 47 12 −0.1 1∗ 387 9 8 3.4 3.8

Phase zero is December solstice. Phases marked * are unreliable owing to the small amplitude. Ionosonde results come from Rishbeth et

al. (2000b), who did not analyse data for Hobart data; ionosonde data from Norfolk island (29S, 168E) are substituted for Brisbane.

4. The compositional P-parameter

4.1. Derivation

In trying to explain the seasonal changes, and to distin-

guish between the e�ects of composition changes, temper-

ature changes and winds, the [O=N2] ratio is of limited use

because it is very height-dependent. We need a parameter,

evaluated at the F2 peak, which removes this complication

and is unchanged when the height hmF2 is changed by ther-

mal expansion and contraction or by meridional winds. This

is the P-parameter, de�ned by Rishbeth and M�uller-Wodarg

(1999) and in a slightly di�erent form by Rishbeth et al.

(1987).

To derive the formula for P, we assume that, above a

certain base height hO (around 120 km) in the lower ther-

mosphere, photochemistry is unimportant and so the major

gases are distributed according to their own pressure scale

heights. This is expected to be the case, except where there

is strong vertical ‘upwelling’ or ‘downwelling’ which is

unlikely to occur outside the auroral oval. Below hO, the

distributions of O and O2 are determined by photochemi-

cal reactions, and the relative proportions of O, O2 and N2

may be a�ected by small-scale convective motions and tur-

bulence. The ‘photochemical’ and ‘di�usive’ regimes may

not be sharply bounded, but that does not change the essen-

tial argument. As before, we neglect any contribution of O2

to the electron loss process, but that too should not a�ect

the argument.

Let � denote ‘reduced height’ measured in units of the

pressure scale height of atomic hydrogen (unit molar mass)

from the base height hO. This scale height is given by

H1 = RT=g, and is about 1000 km, where R is the universal

gas constant, T is temperature, and g is the gravitational ac-

celeration (As H1 varies with height, the relation between �

and real height h involves an integration, but this detail is

not needed here).

The pressure scale heights of atomic oxygen and molecu-

lar nitrogen are in the ratio 28=16. Using the subscript ‘o’ to

denote values of parameters at height hO, and recalling that
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(pressure)˙ (temperature × concentration), the O and N2

concentrations above hO vary with � as:

[O] = (TO=T )[O]O exp(−16�); (2a)

[N2] = (TO=T )[N2]O exp(−28�): (2b)

Taking natural logarithms,

ln [O] = ln(TO=T ) + ln[O]O − 16�; (3a)

ln [N2] = ln(TO=T ) + ln[N2]O − 28�: (3b)

Multiplying (3a) and (3b) by 28 and 16 respectively, sub-

tracting and moving to the right-hand side the terms relating

to the height hO:

28 ln [O]− 16 ln [N2] + (28− 16) ln T − 448� + 448�

=28 ln [O]O − 16 ln [N2]O + (28− 16) ln TO: (4)

Further collecting the terms, we de�ne P as follows:

P = 28 ln [O]− 16 ln [N2] + 12 ln T (5)

which is equivalent at all heights � to

PO = 28 ln [O]O − 16 ln [N2]O + 12 ln TO: (6)

Hence the parameter P is height-independent provided O and

N2 are distributed vertically with their own scale heights, and

that the temperature is constant at the height hO (120 km).

However, the temperature at 120 km does vary, and this

must be taken into consideration, as noted below (though

the changes at the F2-peak and at 120 km tend to o�set

one another, provided they are in the same sense, which is

normally the case).

Absolute values of P have no signi�cance, only changes

are important. A change of +1 unit in P implies a change of

+3.6% in [O], or of 6.2% in [N2], or of 8.3% in T or TO, or

some combination of these. The changes of composition, that

cause changes in the P-parameter involve an entire column

from the base height hO to the top of the thermosphere.

Vertical drifts due to winds can change the height hmF2,

thus changing the [O=N2] ratio at that height but not the

P-parameter.

To see how changes in daytime NmF2 are related to

changes in composition, we need a relationship between P

and the [O=N2] ratio (which is closely related to electron

density, see Fig. 2); this relationship, however, varies with

[O=N2]. At most stations (Fig. 2), noon values of [O=N2]

range from 1.6–2.3 in summer to an equinox/winter maxi-

mum of 6–8, though the winter maximum is 10 at Slough

(and 14 at Moscow, not shown). From arithmetical calcu-

lations, it is found that the increase of [O=N2] ratio per unit

increase of P varies from 5.0% for [O=N2] = 2 to 6.0% for

[O=N2] = 14. As a useful ‘working rule’, we assume that a

change of +1 unit in P represents a 5% increase of [O=N2]

ratio at the noon F2 peak and also in NmF2, though this is

a slight underestimate for larger values of [O=N2] ratio.

As mentioned above, allowance must be made for changes

of neutral temperature, not only at the F2-peak but also

at the 120 km base level. Outputs for 120 km from the

TIME-GCM F = 140 simulation for 120 km are no longer

available, so we used the empirical MSIS (Hedin, 1987) to

estimate how the temperature TO at 120 km varies through-

out the day and the year. We �nd that both the day/night

and seasonal changes in TO at typical sites are within ±5%,

causing changes in P of about ±0:5 unit which have no ap-

preciable e�ect on our analysis.

4.2. Examples of composition changes

Fig. 4 shows the P-parameter for six stations at 12:00

and 02:00 LT; in all cases P is greater in winter than in

summer. This con�rms that the summer/winter changes in

NmF2 are accompanied by changes in thermospheric com-

position, which by a rough calculation are su�cient to ac-

count for the change in NmF2.

For example, at Slough at 12:00 LT, the winter/summer

change of P is 373–340 = 33 units. The 21% decrease of

temperature from midsummer to midwinter adds 3 units

to the change of P attributable to composition change,

which is thus 36 units. By the ‘working rule’ just quoted

(that each unit represents a change in [O=N2] by 5% or

0.05 in ln [O=N2]), 36 units corresponds to a change of

1.8 in ln [O=N2] or a factor of 6.0 in [O=N2]. Allowing

for the e�ect of the large solar zenith angle in winter,

this agrees with the factor of 4.6 change in Slough noon

NmF2.

In the case of the fall and spring maxima of NmF2 at

Port Stanley and Hobart, which occur in late April (around

day 120) and October (around day 280), the fall/spring

ratios of [O=N2] are about 1.2 at Port Stanley and 1.45 at

Hobart, whereas at both stations the fall/spring ratio of

NmF2 is about 1.7 and the fall/spring di�erence in P is

7 units, corresponding to a di�erence in [O=N2] of about

40%. At this season, the poleward winds are decreased

(rather more at Port Stanley than at Hobart), which de-

creases downward drift and thus tends to increase NmF2.

We conclude that the fall/spring di�erences of NmF2 are

due to complicated interactions of composition changes

and poleward wind, which are not the same at the two

stations.

At all six stations there is a consistent day/night di�er-

ence of about 10 units in P, of which the day/night change

of temperature (e.g., by a factor of 1.15 in summer and 1.23

in winter at Slough) accounts for only 2 units. By the ar-

guments of Section 4.1, the rest (about 8 units) must be

attributed to day/night changes at the base level hO around

120 km, i.e., to changes in one or more of the terms in Eq.

(6). Day/night changes of TO at 120 km account for only

¡ 1 unit, so we conclude that the day/night changes in P are

mostly due to composition changes, of which further inves-

tigation is needed. The short-term (day-to-day) uctuations

in P are discussed in Section 6.
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Fig. 4. P-parameter used to assess neutral composition changes (see text) for day (12:00 LT) and night (02:00 LT) calculated from

TIME-GCM throughout the model year (see Section 4).

5. Day-to-day variability in the model and the data

In the previous sections we dealt with comparisons of

model output and observations that were day versus night

and seasonal. These are important validation time scales for

assessing physical processes controlled, essentially, by the

sun. We now address hourly characteristics of variability, as

well as day-to-day patterns.

5.1. Local time e�ects of variability at two stations

Fig. 5 shows for each month the relative standard de-

viations �(NmF2)=NmF2 expressed as percentages, which

we call the ‘variability’, for both the TIME-GCM-CCM3

model output and the ionosonde data at Slough (left) and

Port Stanley (right). As before, the latter are averages over

6 years in which the solar activity is ‘medium’, correspond-

ing to that in the model. As previously mentioned, the vari-

ability in the model outputs is due to two factors only: the

‘meteorological’ component mentioned in Section 1, due to

disturbances propagated from the lower atmosphere, and the

seasonal changes of solar illumination. The e�ect of the lat-

ter is most marked in equinox months, and is particularly

seen near sunrise and sunset, but not so much near midday

and midnight.

The two stations shown, Slough and Port Stanley, were

selected to represent the range of midlatitude e�ects encoun-

tered in monthly mean behaviour. Both stations are 52◦ from

the geographic equator and have similar variations of solar

input in the course of a year. Their geomagnetic latitudes,

however, di�er by about 20◦ (Table 1), with Slough (50◦N)

a sub-auroral site (L = 2:4) and Port Stanley (30◦S) only

at L= 1:3. Thus the inuence of auroral processes (such as

joule heating) should be smaller at Port Stanley. Indeed, in

our study of average variability at these sites, their patterns

were decidedly sub-auroral versus midlatitude, as shown re-

spectively in Figs. 6 and 7 of Rishbeth andMendillo (2001).

We do not show results for the other �ve stations, but

comment on their similarities and di�erences where

appropriate.

In examining the model-data comparisons in Fig. 5, two

conclusions are suggested. First, in the model the variability
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Fig. 5. Monthly plots of percentage variability �(NmF2)=NmF2 versus UT for Slough and Port Stanley, from ionosonde data (dotted lines)

and TIME-GCM-CCM3 (solid lines) as used in Fig. 1.

�(NmF2)=NmF2 is generally of order 10% by day and 20

–30% by night. The peaks around sunrise in months near

equinox are largely due to the systematic shift in sunrise time

throughout these months. As the pre-sunrise electron density

is low, a change in sunrise time has a large percentage ef-

fect, and these peaks do not indicate true episodic variability.

Similarly, the large daytime variability near the equinoxes at

Slough (e.g., April, September and October) are simply due

to the adjustment of the model’s overestimate of wintertime

behaviour, i.e., from the unrealistically large equinox transi-

tions shown in Fig. 1. Excluding these cases, and considering

there is no geomagnetic activity in the TIME- GCM simula-

tion, we can only conclude that the CCM3 ‘meteorological’

disturbances are the cause of much of the model variabil-

ity. On a seasonal basis, their inuence is least in summer

(June–July at Slough and January–February at Port Stan-

ley), when the model variability is ¡10%, less than half

of the total observed variability of ∼ 20%. In December,

the daytime variability in the model at both stations is close

to the observed variability, a feature seen also at the other

�ve stations. The reasons for this December maximum of

variability, due only to a ‘meteorological’ inuence, are not

known.

Even less expected are the large nighttime peaks of vari-

ability (60–80%) in the model results for Port Stanley in

March, October and November (also ∼40% at Brisbane,

not shown, though not at Hobart). At Slough, nighttime

maxima occur in April (∼60%) and in November (∼40%),

with somewhat similar patterns at Moscow, but not at

Wallops Island. Again, since the model input does not

contain the well-known equinoctial peak in geomagnetic

activity (shown to a�ect variability at sub-auroral stations by

Rishbeth and Mendillo, 2001), these nighttime features

must be due to the CCM3 disturbances, with some contam-
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Fig. 6. ‘Parameter quilts’ showing standard deviations within 33 blocks of 11 days throughout the ‘model year’ at seven stations for each

of �ve parameters (NmF2, etc.) at 12:00 LT and 02:00 LT. The colour scales show the percentage standard deviations of NmF2 and O=N2

ratio (noted by *) and the absolute standard deviations of Tn(K), hmF2 (km) and meridional wind (m s−1) (noted by **) within each

11-day block. The values within each block are de-trended to remove seasonal trends.

ination from the modelled equinox transition as described

above.

5.2. Variability of parameters at individual stations for

the model year

We now study the ionospheric disturbances that are pro-

duced by the imposed ‘meteorological’ disturbances. The

original TIME-GCM-CCM3 runs were carried out some

years ago and details of the meteorological inputs are no

longer available. We therefore cannot study the origin of

the disturbances, or how they are transmitted to the F2-layer

from below, but we feel it worthwhile to study the general

characteristics of the modelled day-to- day ionospheric

variability.

For the present purpose, we divided the 70 sequences (�ve

parameters, seven stations, 12:00 LT and 02:00 LT) into

blocks and computed the standard deviations of the daily

values within each block. We settled on 11-day blocks, and

thus have 33 complete blocks spanning days 1–363 of the

model year. We display the sequences of 33 standard devi-

ations in colour-coded plots, which we call ‘quilts’ (Figs.

6 and 7). As marked on the plots, the March and Septem-

ber equinoxes fall in the 8th and 24th blocks and the June

and December solstices in the 16th and 33rd blocks, respec-

tively. The blue shading represents lowest variability, with

red (and white) the greatest variability, as shown by the

scales on the left. In the case of NmF2 and the [O=N2] ratio,

we display the percentage standard deviation within each

11-day block; in the case of Tn(K); hmF2(km) and merid-

ional wind (m s−1), we plot the absolute standard deviations

in those units. Before computing the standard deviations, the

values within each block are de-trended to remove seasonal

trends, which are usually greatest near the equinoxes.

In Fig. 6 the �ve ‘quilts’, one for each parameter, show

the variability at the seven stations. We call these ‘parameter

quilts’. In Fig. 7 the seven ‘quilts’, one for each station,

show the variability of the �ve parameters. We call these

‘station quilts’, and have kept the same numerical scale for

each station on the ‘parameter quilts’, and similar scales for

each parameter on the ‘station quilts’.

In the noontime ‘quilts’, we see no overall coherent pat-

tern, but some disturbed episodes stand out, particularly in

northern stations in November and December (29th–33rd

blocks) in NmF2, [O=N2] ratio and Tn; and also in May–

June (13th–19th blocks approximately) at the lower lati-

tude stations. Thus, as shown earlier in Fig. 5, winter is the

most disturbed season in both hemispheres. Port Stanley’s

quilts show a high level of disturbance in NmF2 for much

of the year, which might possibly be related to the strong
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Fig. 7. ‘Station quilts’ showing standard deviations of �ve parameters (NmF2, etc.) within 33 blocks of 11 days throughout ‘the model year’

at each of seven stations at 12:00 LT and 02:00 LT. The colour scales show the percentage standard deviations of NmF2 and O=N2 ratio

(noted by *) and the absolute standard deviations of Tn(K), hmF2 (km) and meridional wind (m s−1) (noted by **) within each 11-day

block. The data within each block are de-trended to remove seasonal trends.

‘meteorological’ activity in the South Atlantic. There is little

coherence between di�erent parameters at one station, ex-

cept between NmF2 and [O=N2], and weakly between some

features of Tn ; hmF2 and meridional wind. At night there is

even less coherence between parameters or between stations

than by day, nor is there much detailed similarity between

the night and day patterns in either the ‘parameter quilts’

or the ‘station quilts’. We draw the following preliminary

conclusions:

1. The disturbances occur more-or-less at random.

2. By day there is some correlation between NmF2 and

[O=N2] , as expected from F2-layer theory; and perhaps

a weak correlation between hmF2 and meridional wind,

again as expected.

3. The correlation between di�erent places is very weak,

suggesting that the scale size of the ‘disturbances’ is

much less than global in scale, perhaps¡ 2500 km which

is the smallest separation between any pair of our sta-

tions.

4. At night there is even less systematic behaviour than by

day.

5. The de-trending has removed the equinox peaks in the

variability of NmF2 that arose from the rapid changes

in solar illumination and thermospheric composition at

these times of year.

Conclusion 3 is consistent with the results of Rush (1976)

who, using data from the world-wide ionosonde network,

found a typical ‘correlation distance’ for the critical fre-

quency foF2 of order 500 km north–south and 1000 km

east–west. Further questions, such as the physics involved

in the transmission of lower atmosphere disturbances to the

ionosphere, and di�erences between northern and southern

hemispheres, are reserved to future studies.

6. Case studies of disturbed periods

In Figs. 8 and 9 we show the variations of �ve model

parameters at the F2 peak during two episodes of distur-

bance. We choose Port Stanley because the large-scale be-

haviour is quite well modelled by TIME-GCM, and because

the ‘quilts’ suggest that ‘meteorological’ disturbances are

strong at this site. As detailed information on the lower at-

mosphere inputs is not available, we con�ne discussion to

the relations between parameters in two episodes of 25 and

20 days, chosen for their contrasting examples of how the

disturbances a�ect the F2-layer.

In Episode 1 (days 265–290, Fig. 8), the peak electron

density NmF2 shows quite large uctuations and so do the

height hmF2 and the meridional wind. In particular, the peak
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Fig. 8. Day-by-day and night-by-night model parameters at Port Stanley for ‘Episode 1’, days 265–290 at 12:00 LT (left) and 02:00 LT

(right). Within each panel, top to bottom: Peak electron density NmF2 (1010 m−3), P-parameter, height of peak (km), neutral temperature

(K) and meridional wind (ms−1 positive northward).

of NmF2 at days 276–277 is about 20% greater than the

mean of days 273 and 281, either side of this peak. However,

the corresponding di�erence in P is only 1.0 unit which,

by the ‘working rule’ of Section 4.1, accounts for only a

5% di�erence in NmF2. In Episode 2 (days 320–340, Fig.

9) NmF2 shows only small uctuations (about ± 5%) by

day superimposed on the background trend, though more at

night. The day-to-day uctuations of P are only ±0:5 unit

or smaller. We conclude that these uctuations of NmF2

cannot be attributed to composition change, so we must look

to other factors, namely wind and temperature.

By day (left-hand panels) the electron density uctua-

tions in Episode 1 show some correspondence with the uc-

tuations in height and wind, and thus appear to be driven

by surges of equatorward wind superimposed on the ambi-

ent poleward ow. However, in Episode 2 the electron den-

sity uctuations are smaller despite the large uctuations in

height that again follow abatements in the poleward wind.

Neither episode shows signi�cant correlation with temper-

ature, and we conclude that both temperature and compo-

sition are stable by day, and little a�ected by wind-driven

uctuations.

At night (right-hand panels), the temperature uctuations

are more marked than by day, especially in Episode 1; rather

surprisingly, they are almost uncorrelated with the height

hmF2. Episode 1 shows considerable increases in NmF2,

while Episode 2 shows a single period of decrease (days

325–326), correlated with a surge in the P-parameter and

hmF2 but no correlation with temperature or winds. We

do not think it worth trying to pursue the correlations in

further detail here, though the general conclusion is that the

day-to-day uctuations are largely produced by uctuations

in the meridional wind, which move the layer bodily. The

lack of signi�cant change in P (daytime) is consistent with

a time constant of days for changes at the lower boundary

level hO (Section 4.1). It seems that the day episodes and

night episodes, though showing some resemblance, are not

closely correlated.
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Fig. 9. Day-by-day and night-by-night model parameters at Port Stanley for ‘Episode 2’, days 320–340 at 12:00 LT (left) and 02:00 LT

(right). Within each panel, top to bottom: Peak electron density NmF2 (1010 m−3), P-parameter, height of peak (km), neutral temperature

(K) and meridional wind (m s−1 positive northward).

A di�erent situation (Episode 3, Fig. 10) occurs in early

winter at Moscow and Slough, days 300–365. This pro-

longed period of activity can be seen in Fig. 2, and also in

the ‘quilts’. It is of interest because, as shown in Figs. 2 and

3, the [O=N2] ratio is particularly high at this time of year.

Around day 320, NmF2 uctuates day-to-day by as much as

25%, while the day-to-day uctuations of the P-parameter

are about 3 units which corresponds to about 15% in electron

density. Thus composition changes play a part in this win-

ter episode, probably more than in the Port Stanley spring

episodes 1 and 2, but nevertheless part of the variability of

NmF2 must be attributed to uctuations in winds and drifts.

It is interesting that the uctuations are quite well correlated

at these two stations about 2500 km apart.

We should remember that the P-parameter depends on

temperature, but that complication is very minor. At the

F2-peak, the temperature uctuations in the ‘meteorological

disturbances’ are no more than about ±2% which corre-

sponds to¡1 unit of P. At the 120 km base level, we may

expect them to be even smaller, as are the day/night and

seasonal variations of temperature at that level.

Finally, we note that a 6–7 day quasi-periodicity appears

in virtually all of the model parameters during this case study

interval. With no external drivers in the model having this

time scale, such as the solar wind sector boundary cross-

ings inuence of F-layer variability (Mendillo and Schatten,

1983), these wavelike disturbances must appear from cou-

pling to lower altitudes. The origin and characteristics of

such waves are discussed in Meyer and Forbes (1997).

7. Conclusions

In Sections 1 and 2 we presented the goals of a ‘surface

to exosphere’ model, which we might regard as the ultimate

objective, and how we have approached them. In Section

3 we examined the large-scale variations of F2-layer pa-

rameters, especially the peak electron density NmF2 by day
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Fig. 10. Day-by-day and night-by-night model parameters at Slough (solid line) and Moscow (dashed line) for ‘Episode 3’, days 300–365

at 12:00 LT (left) and 02:00 LT (right). Within each panel, top to bottom: Peak electron density NmF2 (1010m−3), P-parameter, height

of peak (km), neutral temperature (K) and meridional wind (m s−1 positive northward).

and night, at seven widely spaced ionosonde sites at mid-

latitudes, for moderate solar activity (solar 10:7 ux =140

units) and geomagnetic calm. Our positive �ndings are that:

1. TIME-GCM models quite well the F2-layer behaviour at

the seven sites.

2. In particular, the model captures the di�erence between

the winter peaks seen in Europe and North America,

and to a lesser extent in Australia, and the peaks near

equinox seen in the South Atlantic and East Asia. These

correspond respectively to the ‘near-magnetic-pole’ and

‘far-from-magnetic-pole’ sectors discussed by Rishbeth

(1998) and Zou et al. (2000), and may be attributed to

the characteristics of the global thermospheric circulation

(Rishbeth et al., 2000a), an idea originated by Duncan

(1969).

3. The seasonal and semiannual variations are closely as-

sociated with changes in thermospheric composition, in

particular the [O=N2] ratio, which we studied in Section

4 with the aid of the height-independent P-parameter.

4. The peak height hmF2 is closely related to the neutral

temperature, and is therefore strongly inuenced by ther-

mal expansion and contraction, and to a lesser extent by

meridional winds.

In some respects the TIME-GCM simulations do not repre-

sent the ionosonde data so well:

1. They are ‘over-tuned’, in that summer-winter changes

are overemphasized at most stations, in particular the

northernmost stations, Moscow and Slough.

2. The peak height hmF2 is too low on summer nights,

leading to very low values of NmF2.

3. The observed semiannual variations in hmF2 and in neu-

tral temperature are not reproduced by TIME-GCM (or

by CTIP, Rishbeth et al., 2000b);

4. Some other aspects require study, such as asymme-

try between the equinoxes, notably the large ‘fall

maximum’ of NmF2 at southern stations, which appear

to be due more to winds rather than to composition

changes.
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In Sections 5 and 6, we studied the day-to-day uctuations

at the F2 peak. The greatest variability in the ux-coupled

model occurs in the upper mesosphere and lower thermo-

sphere. In the upper thermosphere (F2-layer), the variabil-

ity arising in the lower atmosphere is damped by molecular

di�usion, thermal conductivity and ion drag, and the solar

EUV/UV and auroral forcings overwhelm the e�ects from

the lower atmosphere. For the quiet geomagnetic conditions

assumed here, we �nd that the disturbances propagating up-

ward from the lower atmosphere cause variations in F2-layer

electron density of order 10–30%, compatible with the con-

clusions reached by Forbes et al. (2000) and Rishbeth and

Mendillo (2001). The ‘quilts’ presented in Section 5.2 show

that the disturbances are almost uncorrelated between sta-

tions, though at any one station there is some correlation

between di�erent parameters, such as NmF2 and [O=N2] ra-

tio. From the episodes discussed in Section 6, we conclude

that uctuations in winds are the main cause, but composi-

tion changes play some part in the day-to-day uctuations

of NmF2, at least in the winter episode 3.

The small day-by-day uctuations in composition are

consistent with the expected timescale of several days for

large-scale changes of thermospheric composition. How-

ever, geomagnetic storms (not studied in this paper) provide

an exception to this statement, because they produce drastic

changes in hours by rapidly transporting air from auroral to

middle latitudes: our analysis would not hold for that ex-

treme type of forcing. We should also note that our analysis

of F2-layer e�ects may not apply to violent meteorological

storms with scale sizes smaller than the CCM3 grid.

We consider that this work has shown the feasibility of

including day-to-day variability in the lower atmosphere in

ionospheric modelling. We hope to follow it with further

TIME-GCM-CCM3 runs that incorporate the variability

of an actual year of meteorological, solar and geomagnetic

activity.
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